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Abbreviations: 

DBEI: Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation 

DJE: Department of Justice and Equality 

INIS: Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service 

GNIB: Garcia National Immigration Bureau 

TPI: Trusted Partner Initiative 

CSEP: Critical Skills Employment Permit 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This paper provides an overview of the main practical challenges we, as service providers, have 

encountered in the Irish corporate immigration system, along with some proposed solutions. 

The Employment Permits Act, 2014 and subsequent Regulations and initiatives (such as the TPI) and. 

the subsequent introduction of the EPOS system by the DBEI in 2016 have resulted in a very efficient 

and internationally competitive employment permit system. 

However, the sudden and continuing delays regarding Employment Permit processing and the 

perennial difficulties regarding INIS/GNIB registration and the re-entry visa system generally, are 

causing very significant challenges. There is also a need for clear published policies regarding the right 

to work (or lack thereof) during interim periods such as during the renewal process of an Employment 

Permit or the transition to a Stamp 4 permission from a Critical Skills Employment Permit-based 

permission. 

We respectfully submit that both Departments should enhance their cooperation on these matters 
and consider the feedback from service providers, given the magnitude and continuing growth of Irish 
corporate immigration, and the expected further growth in the aftermath of Brexit. It is our firm view 
that the system, as it currently operates, is undermining Ireland's attractiveness from a corporate 
immigration perspective. 

We trust this report will be useful and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss it further with 
both Ministers and representatives from both Departments. 

This report has been prepared by representatives of Deloitte Ireland LLP, EV, Fragomen Ireland Limited, 

KPMG, Mason Hayes & Curran, Matheson, Philip Lee, PwC and Whitney Moore Solicitors. 

Dublin, November 2018 
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Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation: Employment 

Permits 

1. Delays in Processing of Employment Permits 

Our clients are seeking to hire highly-skilled talent in a workforce that is constantly moving. Consistent 
processing times allow employers to make informed business decisions when recruiting and 
expanding their business in Ireland. However, in recent months, processing times have doubled, 
without warning, and this has caused significant disruption to the operations of these businesses. 

Average processing time Average processing time 
Employment Permit Employment Permit 
(Trusted Partner) {Non Trusted Partner) 

April 4 weeks 8 - 9 weeks 
May 4 weeks 8 - 9 weeks 
June 4 - 5 weeks 9 - 10 weeks 
July 6 - 7 weeks 13 - 14 weeks 

August 7-8 weeks . 14 - 15 weeks 

September 7-8 weeks 14 - 15 weeks 

This sudden jump in processing times has substantial financial implications for our clients, including 
business and project delays, relocation costs and employee experience costs, as significant business 
decisions were made on the basis of processing times that were invariably 3-4 weeks for TPI employers 
and 6-8 weeks for non-TPI employers. 

Proposed So lut ions 

1) Creating a premium processing service for TPI companies that allows for priority processing 
for an additional fee, which will cover additional resources deployed within the Employment 
Permits Section to meet previous processing times. This service should also be offered to 
companies that are unable to obtain TPI status (due to low volume,) but intend to deploy C
suite members {VIPs/CEOs) to Ireland. It would be essential, however, that the introduction 
of this premium processing service would not adversely impact upon the processing of other 
permit applications, or upon DBEl's efforts to reduce the current waiting times for all 
applications. 

2) Communication with a stakeholder body/users' group and/or the general public to flag, in a 
timely fashion, expected delays. A stakeholder body might be able to advise or assist with 
efficiencies and communicate with clients to set timeframes and expectations. 

Premium services have been used successfully elsewhere. Here is a summary of premium/expedited 
processing options in other jurisdictions: 
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• Denmark & Sweden: Both countries have 'Fast-Track' programmes that are frequently used 
by companies who have volume into either country. It generally costs less than USO 1,000 to 
apply to participate in the programmes. 

• Latvia: Applications for residence permits with work authorisation can be processed within 10 
business days for an additional fee of EUR 241.89 or within 5 days for an additional fee of EUR 
384.18. Additional fees are required for dependants. The regular processing times are roughly 
30 days. 

• Australia: The authorities offer an accredited sponsorship status, which entitles participating 
employers to fast-tracked processing of Subclass 457 visa applications. 

• USA: Premium Processing is available for specific filings, including some key temporary worker 
categories. Such cases are processed in 15 days. The fee is USO 1,225, and the process is 
frequently used. 

• UK: Some consular posts offer Priority Visa Services, providing entry clearance processing in 
two days. Fees differ based on the desired service levels and across different posts. For in
country renewal and settlement applications, individuals can apply at Visa Premium Service 
Centres for an additional fee of GBP 590. 

2. Amendment of Employment Permits 

There is no clear policy regarding the amendment of Employment Permits - that is, what factual 

changes can be simply notified to the DBEI and what changes require a fresh permit. 

This situation is particularly problematic in terms of worksites. Large companies will often have 

multiple worksites and may require workers to go to client sites. If a new site materialises during the 

life of the permit, the foreign national cannot move to the new site under the existing permit. A fresh 

application must be file, which is an additional cost to the company and also disrupts its operations, 

as the worker cannot move to the new site while the new permit is being processed. 

There is anecdotal evidence that the OBEI has allowed amendment of permits en masse, particularly 

where there was a significant number of employees moving to a new site. However, our understanding 

is that generally such amendments will not be allowed. 

In contrast, amendments are allowed in respect of Trusted Partner Initiative {TPI} registrations, by way 

of what is commonly referred to as a 'formal notification', for example if entities have been added or 

have disappeared, or their relationships have changed, or there has been a change of address or 

directors, etc. 

Proposed Solution 

Consideration should be given to allow the amendment of permits in certain circumstances, and 

particularly in relation to worksites, in line with the flexibility shown in respect of TPI registrations. 

Businesses grow and evolve and highly skilled employees are increasingly required to perform their 

activities in different locations. New locations often suddenly materialise, given the continuing and 
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exponential growth of many of the multinational companies that have chosen Ireland as their 

European hub. This is the unavoidable reality of business in Ireland today and therefore a flexible 

approach, within reason, would be welcomed. 

As an example, in the UK the following amendments can be reported by way of a notification and no 
fresh permit is required : 

• A delayed start date; 
• A promotion, change in job title or amendment to responsibilities, where core duties remain 

the same and there isn't a change of occupation code; 

• A change in salary, as long as it does not drop below a minimum threshold or lead to unpaid 
leave for more than 4 weeks (exceptions apply for maternity, long term sick, etc.); 

• A change in work location for same sponsor; 
• Changes of employment covered under TUPE, i.e., where sponsorship is transferred to 

another licenced company as a result of a merger or acquisition. 

If it is clear, on the basis of published criteria, that an amendment of the permit will not be possible in 

a given scenario (as the policy has been clearly defined and published), companies could then plan 

ahead and ensure the new permit is applied for in a timely fashion, thus avoiding any disruption to 

the company's operations. 

3. Criteria for Granting Trusted Partner Initiative (TPI) Status 

In addition to the requirement for the company to be registered with the Office of the Revenue 

Commissioners as an employer (and, where applicable, the Companies Registration Office I Registry 

of Friendly Societies), it appears that the main requirement for the company to be granted TPI status 

is to be a 'high volume user' of the employment permits regime or to be a new start-up company that 

expects to be a 'high volume user' in the future. 

The DBEI has not formally clarified what constitutes a 'high volume user'. At a conference at the Law 

Society, an official of the DBEI indicated that a 'high volume user' was a company that had been 

granted or intended to file '4 to 5 employment permit applications' within a year. However, this is not 

a formal policy statement and it is difficult to meaningfully advise companies on this basis. 

Proposed Solut ion 

It would be greatly beneficial to have this policy/criteria clearly defined and published so companies 

can ascertain, from the outset, whether they are likely to qualify for TPI status or not, and plan 

accordingly. 

Clarity on the following would be most welcome: 

• What constitutes a 'high volume user'? 

• What is the weight of an IDA or Enterprise Ireland support letter in the context of an 

application for TPI registration? 

• How is the anticipated growth of start-ups assessed in this context? 
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4. Acting as an Agent of the Company When Applying for TPI Status 

It is not currently the DBEl's practice to communicate with the agent directly where an initial and 

renewal application for TPI registratic;>n is submitted. We request that the DBEI do so, as the 

nominated agent acts on behalf of the relevant company and is often best placed to address any 

queries raised. Where the relevant company has engaged an agent to process the application, they 

are often of the mistaken belief that the agent has received a copy of any correspondence and as such 

may not act upon it, leading to further delays and frustrations. 

Proposed Solution 

We request that the DBEI communicate at all times with the nominated agent when processing 

applications for TPI registration. 

5. Issuing Employment Permits by Way of registered Post 

Upon approving an Employment Permit application, the DBEI sends the foreign national's original 

permit and the employer's certified copy to the designated recipient via An Post standard mail. The 

foreign national must have this original Permit to hand when applying for an entry visa at an Irish 

embassy (if he/she is a visa required national) and when entering the State to start working. 

Unfortunately, these permits can and do get lost in the post. A 'Statement of Loss' process must then 

be commenced, which currently takes over four weeks to complete. This reality can cause a significant 

delay to a foreign national's start date, with financial implications to the business and foreign national. 

There are also significant GDPR concerns, with increased reporting requirements to the Data 

Protection Commissioner. 

Proposed Solution 

Original employment permits could be sent via registered post. Based on our feedback, employment 

permit users are preparing and willing to bear the additional cost of this disbursement in addition to 

the employment permit fee. 

6. Relevant Qualifications for CSEP Applications 
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A number of our clients report difficulty in sourcing candidates who meet the criteria for a CSEP in the 

€30k to €60k salary range. While candidates may be sufficiently skilled and experienced for the role 

they may not always have a directly relevant third-level degree at NFQ level 7 or above. Job duties and 

roles are constantly evolving and are not as standardised as they may have been previously. The 

inability to apply for a CSEP is impacting the attraction of highly skilled talent to Ireland. 

Proposed Solution 

For candidates in the €30k to €60k salary range, remove the requirement for a directly relevant third

level qualification where the candidate can demonstrate relevant experience. We welcome the 

discussion on this point in the recently-published Review of Economic Migration Policy report from 

the Inter-Departmental Group, proposing an additional CSEP subcategory catering to this population. 

7. Dependants' Permission to Work 

Granting work authorisation to dependant family members of all employment permit holders would 

address a long-standing complaint of skilled foreign nationals and their Irish employers. While the 

'Dependant/Partner/Spouse' employment permit offers some welcome benefits, at least to . 

spouses/partners of CSEP holders, the reality is that would-be employers are frequently unwilling to 

go through with an unfamiliar application process and a lengthy application form once they learn that 

the individual cannot work freely without their sponsorship, or must wait several weeks or even 

months for the Permit to be issued. 

Proposed Solut ion 

Provide automatic work authorisation, not subject to an Employment Permit application process, to 

dependent family members of holders of CSEP and other work permissions (employment permit or 

Stamp 4 permission), linked to the principal worker's permission. 

An international comparison of other jurisdictions' immigration systems provides insight into how 

automatic work authorisation is granted to dependent family members, allowing them to contribute 

fully to the economy and society: 

• UK: accompanying spouses and partners are given full rights to work through their status as 

PBS dependants. 

• Australia: Dependants are included in one electronically-approved applicat ion together with 

the main visa-holder and are granted full working rights; no additional steps are required post

arrival. 

• US: Spouses of inter-company transferees and other categories of workers can apply for a 

work authorisation card that allows them to work freely without sponsorship for the time 

period allotted to the main visa-holder. 
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• Hong Kong: Spouses and partners of the main visa holder have immediate, automatic work 

authorisation inherent in their status as dependants. 
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Department of Justice and Equality: Immigration permissions, 

registration and re-entry visas 

1. The immigration permission/I RP card of an Employment Permit holder is only granted 

for one year and might not match the length of the Employment Permit 

The Critic~! Skills Employment Permit (CSEP) is designed to attract highly skilled people into the labour 

market with the aim of encouraging them to take up permanent residence in the State. Because of 

this prerogative, a two-year minimum employment contract is required. The CSEP is therefore valid 

for two years. 

However, GNIB/INIS only grants one-year permissions/IRP cards to CSEP holders. This reality 

generates additional instances of registration appointments, delays, 'no stamp' interim periods, etc., 

as the IRP card has to be renewed during the life of the permit. 

This issue similarly affects General Employment Permit (GEP) holders, where the permit is valid for 

more than a year. This is also a significant problem for visa required nationals who might require a 

Schengen visa : they will be unable to obtain same if their IRP card/permission expires within three 

months, even if they have a two-year CSEP or GEP. 

Proposed So lution 

The expiry date of the Employment Permit holder's IRP card/immigration permission should match 

the expiration date of the permit. 

In our respectful submission, the current one-year policy does not appear to have any logical 

justification. It is common case that INIS grants permissions for longer than one year to certain 

categories of non-EEA nationals. For example, failed asylum seekers who were granted temporary 

leave to remain in the State1 in the recent past were granted three year permissions/I RP cards if they 

could produce a national passport. Similarly, family members of EU nationals are routinely granted 

IRP cards for periods of up to 5 years at a time. 

If the rationale behind the current 'one-year policy' is to collect I RP registration fees twice during the 

life of one permit, we would suggest an option of allowing a non-EEA national and their employer the 

option to pay a higher GNIB registration fee at the outset to cover the duration of their permit. The 

same revenue would be generated and a very significant amount of IRP appointments would be freed 

up, as there would be no need to renew the card halfway through the life of the permit. It is common 

case that the delays in obtaining IRP appointments cause huge disruption and prejudice to foreign 

workers, their family members and employers. 

A majority of countries today do not issue work authorisations separate from the individual's 

immigration permission. Rather, most jurisdictions feature variations on a single permit system in 

which, after entry, a single document controls both the individual's work authorisation and duration 

of stay period. Even where, in some countries, there is a possible requirement to register with the 

local authorities, it is simply not equivalent to the process in Ireland which not registers only a person's 

1 Further to a proposal to deport under Section 3 of the Immigration Act, 1999 
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presence by way of a centralised authority (for the most part) but also issues their actual residence 

permission. 

• EU: The EU Single Permit Directive required all member countries (except Denmark, Ireland 
and the UK) to implement a single, combined work and residence permit system by 2013. 
Under the single permit systems, work and immigration permissions are unified into one 
document and one expiry date. 

• Australia: Work and immigration permissions are not separated, so there are not separate 
expiry dates. 

• Canada: Work and immigration permissions are not separated, so there are not separate 
expiry dates. 

2. Delays in IRP card registration, re-entry visas and issues generally arising due to the 

split functions of the DBEI and the DJE/INIS 

Background 

The DBEI is the public body empowered under the Employment Permit Acts to grant employment 

permits, whereas the DJE/INIS is the public body responsible for immigration control generally. 

This division offunctions clearly has its logic, given the different public interests that each Department 

must protect. 

The DJE/INIS, under Irish law (and in particular the provisions of the Immigration Act, 2004 - 'the 2004 

Act' hereafter), is the only body empowered to grant an 'immigration permission', i.e., a permission 

to reside and/or work in the State. This permission must also be registered2
• 

In contrast, the DBEI grants employment permits, which then form the basis of an 'immigration 

permission' granted by the DJE/INIS (subject to their absolute discretion). However, the employment 

permit in itself it is not an 'immigration permission' (to reside and work) under Irish law. Rather, said 

permission is granted only when the employment permit holder attends INIS/GNIB with the 

employment permit and the immigration officer exercises his/her discretion to grant the permission 

on foot of the permit. 

An IRP card is then issued, evidencing this permission (that has just been granted), its conditions 

(stamp type) and duration, and the person's passport is stamped accordingly. This constitutes the 

'registration' of that permission. 

This framework, as it currently operates, has unintended problematic practical consequences. 

2 For a detailed discussion regarding 'immigration permissions' and 'registration' see Sulaimon v MJE [2012] IESC 63. 
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Challenges 

There is a lack of available appointments for foreign nationals living in Co. Dublin, who are at a 

significant disadvantage compared with their counterparts in other parts of the country. Dublin 

residents struggle to secure timely appointments. It might often take weeks or even months before a 

GNIB/INIS registration appointment is secured. 

This now perennial reality is particularly problematic in an Employment Permit scenario, as a formal 

immigration permission (pursuant to the 2004 Act) is granted only at the time of registration. 

However, it is accepted practice that employment permit holders can commence work in the State 

immediately upon arrival and pending an appointment with GNIB/INIS. Similarly, an employment 

permit holder who has just renewed a permit and/or obtained a Stamp 4 support letter is allowed to 

continue to work pending said GNIB/INIS appointment (although practitioners have received 

conflicting advice on the Stamp 4 scenario from DBEI as to whether this is permissible). This is also the 

case where a permit is in the process of being renewed. 

It is our understanding that both the DBEI and INIS have, for the most part, confirmed the above 
1implied permission1 scenarios, albeit informally. However, this permission is of little comfort to 

individuals and their employers, as they understandably want to have these assurances in writing a 

policy statement. 

Arising from the above, companies are often faced with the dilemma of having to either dismiss the 

worker (thereby disrupting the operations of the company, particularly if the person is a key member 

of staff) due to the lack of a current IRP card and even requiring him/her to leave the State, or 

alternatively continue to employ the person without clear and unambiguous guidance as to whether 

they can or not. 

Furthermore, this situation also greatly restricts freedom of travel for certain individuals, in 
particular visa required nationals, as they cannot obtain a re-entry visa without an IRP card. They 
often find themselves unable to depart Ireland for lengthy periods. The newly introduced re-entry 
visa regime, whereby on-line appointments are no longer available, exacerbates the problem. 

It is acknowledged that INIS/GNIB at Burgh Quay, very helpfully, often grant 1temporary stamps1 I 
permissions on a case-by-case basis. However: 

• This is not necessarily the case outside of Dublin (in particular, the Limerick immigration office 

refuses to grant any temporary stamps). There should be a defined policy and consistency 

regarding the granting of temporary stamps/permissions country-wide. 

• The person in question still has to secure an IRP appointment and remains in 1limbo' until that 

appointment takes place. 

• Visa-required nationals remain unable to obtain re-entry visas. 

Proposed Solutions 

(1) Temporary Permission Policy 

We propose a defined and published policy on 1temporary permissions' or 1implied right to reside and 

work' in certain cases, for example while awaiting a GNIB/INIS/local immigration officer appointment 
and/or awaiting the renewal of a permit. 
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This would be the most straightforward solution as it does not involve additional resources to be 

allocated to INIS/GNIB. It would simply require a brief policy statement from INIS confirming that 

individuals have an interim right to reside and work in the State in certain scenarios or under certain 

conditions, for example: 

• Upon arrival in the State on foot of an employment permit and pending the IRP appointment; 

• While in the State, having been granted an employment permit and pending the IRP 

appointment; 

• While in the State, having been granted a 1Stamp 4 support letter' and pending the IRP 

appointment; and 

• While awaiting the renewal of a permit. 

It is important to emphasise that this would be a temporary permission, which cannot form the basis 

of any legitimate expectation. The INIS/GNIB ultimately have the prerogative to grant the primary 

permission once the IRP appointment has taken place or refuse to grant any permission. However, in 

our respectful submission, individuals and their employers should not be prejudiced in the intervening 

period. 

Alternatively, an email or temporary permission letter could be automatically generated by the GNIB 

appointments website, confirming this interim permission until the date of the GNIB appointment, 

once that GNIB appointment has been booked. 

This proposed solution simply seeks to preserve the status quo and will cover periods of only one or 

two months (until the date of the IRP appointment), giving certainty to individuals and companies. We 

understand that this approach is taken in Canada rimplied status') and Australia rbridging visa'), 

among many other jurisdictions: 

• France & Denmark: Renewal applications need be filed only up to one day before expiry to 
maintain lawful presence and work authorisation. 

• Germany: Similarly, renewal applications need be filed only up to one day before expiry to 
maintain lawful presence and work authorisation. During the processing of the renewal and 
after expiry of the current permit, individuals can obtain an interim permit (at additional cost) 
to demonstrate a valid immigration status. 

• Norway & Poland: Both countries have legally-specified renewal filing windows. Renewal 
applications must be filed at least 30 days (Norway) or 90 days (Poland) before expiry. If the 
renewal applications are filed before the specified date, but are still pending past the 
individual's expiry, the individuals may continue to work until their renewals are granted. 

• Australia: Renewal/extension applications need be filed only before the expiry date. 
Australia's system features a variety of 1bridging visa' options that allow individuals to 
maintain status and work authorisation while a substantive application is pending. 

• Canada: A foreign national can continue to reside and work in Canada while an extension 
application is in process, even if the work permit has expired. However, foreign nationals who 
travel outside of Canada and returns to Canada before the extension application is approved, 
may be readmitted only as a visitor, without the ability to resume employment. 

• USA: Individuals can file extension of status applications relatively close to their expiry date, 
and can remain in the US and work for up 240 days beyond their expiry or until their extension 
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is granted. However, they cannot travel abroad during this time (and generally cannot travel 
abroad with a pending extension anyway). 

• UK: Renewal applications need be filed only up to one day before expiry to maintain lawful 
presence and work authorisation. Foreign nationals with pending renewal applications 
generally need to stay in the UK until their application is approved, as their original passport 
is submitted to the Home Office with the renewal application. In case of urgent travel needs, 
the foreign national can avail of the Premium Processing service. 

We request that consideration also be made to the possibility of obtaining a 'concessionary' re-entry 

visa for visa-required nationals without an IRP card but holding a permit and having booked an IRP 

appointment. Alternatively, a multiple-entry visa could be issued at the very outset, prior to their 

travel to Ireland. Visa-required nationals are often unable to travel once they arrive in Ireland, as they 

cannot obtain a re-entry visa until they have secured an IRP card (which can take weeks or months). 

Crucial business trips and personal essential travel are greatly affected. As noted above, the newly 

introduced re-entry visa regime, whereby on-line appointments are no longer available, exacerbates 

this problem. 

(2) Offering Corporate or Premium Service 

As an alternative, INIS/GNIB could offer (for an additional fee) fast-tracked IRP/re-entry visa 
appointments, for example for employees of companies with TPI status and non-TPI companies who 

are deploying VIPs/CEOs in the State. We believe most companies would be happy to pay this 

additional fee on behalf of their employees. Indeed, the possibility of implementing such a service has 

been raised by companies who have experience in other jurisdictions. 

This 'corporate desk' could be based at Burgh Quay or, alternatively, by posting immigration officers 

permanently at the DBEI. Such a premium service could also include the possibility of securing both 
an IRP card and a re-entry visa at the same appointment. 

While the costs of the additional staff and facilities would easily be covered by the additional fees 

charged, implementation would obviously require a significant level of budgeting, planning and inter

departmental collaboration. Therefore, we would favour instead the holistic policy change suggested . 

above: 

• automatically-generated interim permission once an IRP appointment is booked; 

• permission to apply for a re-entry visa without an IRP card; and/or 

• granting ta re-entry visa at the very outset together with the initial entry visa. 

Further, we would respectfully suggest that both the IRP card and re-entry visa applications could and 

should be dealt with simultaneously instead of having separate processes. 

3. Re-entry Visa Concerns 

Re-entry visas (REV) are currently applied for by way of post with all original documents. 

Understandably, many foreign nationals are apprehensive about postal filing due to the risk of postal 

strikes or mail delays. This reality greatly impacts a visa-required foreign national's ability to leave 

Ireland for business travel, training or personal travel. 
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Although the foreign national has already supplied relevant documentation when applying for an 

initial entry visa to enter the country, upon arrival in the state they must first get an IRP appointment 

before they can apply for a REV. Similar documentation to that already provided at the IRP 

appointment is again required at the REV appointment. The foreign national must apply for the REV 

by way of post with original documents - like their passport and employment permit. 

Proposed Solutions 

Solution 1: Obtain both the IRP and REV at the same GNIB appointment. Consider granting 

immigration officers the authority to issue both permissions simultaneously. 

Solution 2: Another solution would be to permit the REV to be issued when they apply for the initial 

entry visa abroad, perhaps with the requirement that they must first obtain an IRP "in country" before 

leaving Ireland. 

4. Conditions Attached to a Permission I Absences from the State 

Background 

Once an immigration permission is granted, a number of conditions are attached to same, as per the 

Immigration Act 2004. 

However, in employment permit scenarios (i.e., Stamp 1 or post-CSEP Stamp 4} it is unclear what these 

conditions are, as there is no 'permission letter' issued by the Minister. The permission is in essence 

the stamp placed in the passport and the IRP card and the only evident condition, for example for 

Stamp 1 holders, is the prohibition of work unless there is an employment permit in force. 

Challenges 

Multinational companies might need to send employees who are based in Ireland (on employment 

permits or Stamp 4 permissions} abroad for temporary work assignments in the context of their Irish 

roles. There are also situations where foreign are based in Ireland but might want to return home to 

their families with a certain frequency. These scenarios, known as 'commuter assignments', are 

becoming more and more frequent as global mobility trends evolve. 

However, while there is a certain level of guidance regarding absences from the State in terms of 

naturalisation applications, there is no guidance on the maximum length of absences from the State 

that will be allowed for residence purposes. This uncertainty presents a problem as companies cannot 

plan these moves with a guarantee that they do not present a compliance issue. In our experience, 

this uncertainty has caused disruption and stress to both employees and employers trying to, 

essentially, 'second guess' what will or won't be acceptable in a particular situation. 
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The DBEI has confirmed that, from an employment permit perspective, absences from the State are 

not an issue if a locally-hired foreign national remains on Irish payroll and is directly managed by the 

Irish entity. However, INIS's position remains unclear and there appears to be a rule of thumb that 

absences in excess of three months within a year will put the renewal of a person's residence 

permission and/or re-entry visa at risk. 

Proposed Solution 

We respectfully request a clear policy setting out the full conditions attached to each type of 

permission, particularly in employment permit scenarios (as no 'permission letter" is issued), and 

flexibility regarding absences from the State for employment permit holders, given the evolving global 

mobility trends. 
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